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Abstract 

The concept of the Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators for 

Opinion Mining as extensions to Natural Language Interface Database is 

defined. The new operators: “keywords of” dimension; subsetting 

operator “about C is q”; aggregation operator “by similar C” are 

proposed. These operators are based on the Latent Semantic Analysis 

and Social Network Analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Large number of opinions is easily accessible nowadays. It is desirable to understand 

their properties as they potentially contain valuable business information. Opinion 

mining (including sentiment analysis) tries to extract these valuable in-formation using 

complex Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms, which can be divided into 

the following groups: linguistic analysis and statistical analysis. 
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Nowadays, it started to be well understood that opinion mining is highly domain 

dependent making the number of opinion mining algorithms to grow year by year, 

however they are usually based on an intensive use of combination of simpler tasks. 

Given the possibility to combine these simple text semantic analysis tasks in intuitive 

way will make the analyst able to define her/his own opinion mining metrics. 

In this paper we introduce following operators for Natural Language Interface 

Database (NLIDB): 

1) Dimension definition “keywords” – based on TF/IDF transformation. Example 

query: “keywords by similar opinion”. 

2) Subsetting operator “about C is q” – based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). 

Example query: “count shops by country where opinion about coffee is good on a 

map”. 

3) Aggregation operator “by similar C” – based on additional Social Network 

Analysis (SNA) Modularity Optimization. Example query: “count clients by 

similar opinion” These operators are implemented in OLAP cube model and are 

currently being implemented in BI tool called Ask. 

These operators are implemented in OLAP cube model and are currently being 

implemented in BI tool called Ask Data Anything (ADA) introduced and evaluated in 

[18]. The multidimensional OLAP cube approach, is widely used and adopted. It 

provides decision-makers with online access to analytical capabilities based on the 

idea of dimensions, deals with dimensions and measurements. Each subnode of the 

OLAP cube contains the accumulated value of measurement calculated using the 

original data that fits into it (see Figure 1) and there is the need for a flexible and 

straightforward way of defining dimensions and the relationship between the 

dimensions. This can be realized with use of ontologies [6]. 

 

Fig. 1. OLAP data-cube 

This paper has the following structure: in Section 2 authors proposed the general 

description of the Natural Query Language syntax and extended specification the 
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features of the language implemented in the ADA. This section contains the typical 

examples of the main operator’s usage for implementing the SQL queries. In Section 3 

authors present concept of the four-step Dimensional Model of Client Text-Opinions 

Space to implement Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators for Opinion 

Mining. This concept is based on the hypothesis of the possibility of using methods 

Latent Semantic Analysis and methods of the Social Network Analysis theory for the 

text-messages clustering task solving. In Section 4, the authors present the 

experimental results of the founded concept usage to perform queries that access the 

database of the text-opinions collection of the Starbucks coffee shop customer's 

network. In the Conclusion presents a synthesis of the research results and the main 

directions of further development of the presented by the authors Natural Language 

Interface Database operators concept.  

2. NATURAL QUERY LANGUAGE 

OLAP Cubes allow one to execute a query in a specific query language like e.g.: 

MDX [11]. To create a query it is required to have both: the ability to use language, 

and knowledge about the structure of the underlying data, and as a consequence, often 

data-driven decision-making cannot be used directly by the decision-maker. In other 

words: it is desired by the decision-maker to have the ability to examine the data in a 

query-result loop, where the query is tailored within an interactive process that does 

not require any large prior learning and preparation. This way of querying data is 

supported by Natural Query Language (NQL). 

The typical architecture of a NQL oriented application consists of three components: 

(1) an NQL-based user query interface that is also responsible for the transformation 

of a natural language query into a formal, machine-readable database query, (2) an 

underlying database system and (3) a textual or graphical reporting component that 

presents the results of database computations. We call such systems Natural Language 

Interface Databases (NLIDB). 

ADA is a web-browser based NLIDB. The ADA UI allows a NQL query to be entered 

and executed with the support of a predictive editor. The result-set of the query 

execution is presented on a wide range of reports including tables, charts and maps 

(Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2. ADA screen-shot from query execution result-set presented on a map 

ADA NQL queries should follow EBNF grammar presented in Figure 3 and if they do 

not stick to the grammar, parser first tries to tailor them accordingly. Usually a query 

starts with an operation (1) specification (sum, average,...) followed by (possibly more 

than one) dimension (2) specification. The dimension specification(s) is (are) the only 

required grammatical part(s), all others are optional. The next part of a query defines 

the subsetting (3) of the data represented by the dimension, by which it is possible to 

filter the results. The fourth part is the aggregation (4) which allows data to be 

grouped in subsets. Finally, it is possible to specify the expected visualization (5) type 

(that can be changed later-on). 

<query> := [<operation>] <dimension> {'and' <dimension> | <subsetting> | <aggregation>} [<output>] 

<operation> := 'sum' | 'average' | 'count' | 'maximum' | 'minimum' 

<subsetting> := 'where' <dimension> <compare operator> <value> 

 | 'in' <ontology element> [ ( <column> ) ] 

 |  in <data value> 

 | 'in' <date> 

 | 'from' <date> ['to ' <date>] 

<aggregation> := 'by' (<dimension>|<location>|<time duration >|<ontology element>) 

<output> := 'on' ['a'] ('table' | 'histogram' | 'stacked-bar' | 'map' | 'piechart' | 'line' | 'timeline ) 

<ontology element> := <name> ['that' 'is' <ontorion concept expression>] 

<dimension> := <name> 

<compare operator> := '<'|'< ='|'='|'> ='|'='|'<>' 

<name> := <letter>{<digit>|<letter>|'-'} 

Fig. 3. Simplified EBNF syntax for ADA NQL 

a) Operation: An Operation (optional) is an action we can perform on data to get the 

desired information: sum, average, count, maximum and minimum. 
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b) Dimension: Every action requires at-least one Dimension specification to act on. A 

Dimension is assigned with a type inferred by parsing a subset of the data together 

with the information modeled in the supporting ontology. Currently, the type 

supported by the ADA CNL language are: numerical, date/time and text, for the 

types understood directly from the data and: location/geolocation, latitude and 

longitude, hierarchical (text dimension defined in the supporting ontology that can 

have super concepts grouping the values (e.g. american-brand for a column with 

brands,...) and row (dimensions that are defined in the supporting ontology and 

represent data from multiple columns in a single row). 

Operations and types are matched in the parser to check that the query makes sense 

(e.g. “Sum Product” where product is a dimension with Text values inside is not 

allowed but “Sum Some-Row” where Some-Row is a row that contains a numerical 

dimension is allowed). 

The query language allows also the use of: 

− ontology concepts – names of concepts defined in the supporting ontology or 

complex expressions (see <ontorion concept expression> in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4) that are evaluated to concepts, mainly used for subsetting and 

grouping, described later; 

− ontology instances or literal values (e.g. Contract 123, Rome,...) used for 

subsetting; 

These components (as for the dimensions) are dependent on the dataset currently 

loaded. 

c) Subsetting: The subsetting part of the query can be used to define the filters that the 

user wants to apply to his/her query. The general syntax is (Dimension, Relation, 

Data) whereas described before, the Relation and the Dimension are matched by 

the dimension type (thus Dimension > 4 is allowed only for Numerical 

dimensions). In this part of the query, it is also possible to use “in” constraints. 

After the in constraint, we expect an entity declared in the ontology (e.g. location 

âĂIJcontinentâĂİ, class of abstractions like “american-brand”) or the content of 

some column. 

Complex ontology concepts have form of OCNL expressions that evaluate within 

OCNL grammar to concepts (see Figure 4), and are connected via <ontorion concept 

expression> non-terminal symbol therefore we can say that OCNL is embedded in 

ADA NQL (idea of embedded con-trolled languages is presented in [14]). 

<ontorion concept expression> := ['not'] (('is'|'be'|'are') <object> | <role > <object restriction>) 

<object> := ['a'|'an'] <single> | 'something' [<that>] | <instance > | 'nothing'  

<role> := <small name> | ('is'|'be'|'are') <small name> 'by' 

<object restriction> := <object>  

 | ('nothing-but'|<comparer><count>) (<single>|<instance >|'something' <that>) 

 | 'none' 

 | 'itself ' 
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<single> := <small name> [<that>] | 'thing' | 'things ' 

<that> := 'that' <intersection of union of ontorion concept expressions >  

 | '(' 'that' <intersection of union of ontorion concept expressions > ')' 

 

 | '(' 'that-is-one-of:' <instance > {',' <instance>} ')' 

<intersection of union of concept expressions >  

  := <ontorion concept expression> {('and' | 'and-or') <ontorion concept expression>} 

 

<instance > := <big name>  

<comparer> := ['at-most'|'at-least'|'less-than'|'more-than'|'different-than'] 

<small name> := <small letter> {<digit>|<small letter>|<big letter>|'-'} 

<count> := ('no'| 'single' | 'two' | 'three' |...| 'ten') | {<digit>}+ 

<big name> := <big letter>{<digit>|<small letter>|<big letter>|'-'} 

<digit> := '0'|1'|'2'| |'9' 

<small letter> := 'a'|'b'|'c'| |'z' 

<big letter> := 'A'|'B'|'C'| |'Z' 

Fig. 4. Simplified version of EBNF Grammar for OCNL complex concept specification 

d) Example: Let’s consider the following query: Sum price in fish that has-size 

greater-than 10 and is not a frozen-product and-or is a freshwater-fish on a 

piechart. This query contains the following <ontorion concept expression>: “fish 

that has-size greater-than 10 and is not a frozen-product and-or is a freshwater-

fish” that evaluates into DL concept expression: 

fish (( haveâĹŃsize>10  :frozenâĹŃproduct) freshwaterâĹŃfish). 

During reasoning process, that takes place in Ontology Management System, we 

obtain set of instances of the afore-mentioned complex concept expression: (Fish-1, 

Fish-2,...) that are then injected into final SQL query:  

 

select sum ( price) from dataset 

where fish in ( Fish – 1, Fish – 2 , . . . ) 

 

If the element is the value of a column that appears in more than one column, it is 

possible to point the parser to the correct column by adding its name in parenthesis. 

Subsetting by date is very expressive, for example the user can write: “from year 2015 

to/until year 2016”, “from July 2015 to/until September 2015”, “from 1st of July 2015 

to/until 23rd of October 2015”, “from 07/01/2015 to/until 08/02/2015” or “from 

07/01/2015 12:23 to/until 08/02/2015 09:22”. 

e) Aggregation: Aggregation is the action of grouping the result using one of the 

Dimensions and/or entities which were defined in the ontology; the syntax for 

aggregation is described in Figure 3. The syntax for aggregation is âĂIJbyâĂİ 

together with dimension, location (i.e. continent, country), and time period (year, 

month, day, date). Multiple aggregations are allowed (e.g. by country and by day). 
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Some aggregations require operations and others do not (e.g. by day can be used 

with or without operations on the dimension, while by country needs an 

operation). 

f) Outputs: It is possible to specify in the query language the output on which the 

query result should be shown. ADA currently support following types of outputs: 

table, histogram, stacked-bar, map, pie chart, line or timeline. After the query is 

parsed, the parser decides which of the outputs are allowed depending on the type 

of dimensions that will be returned. 

3. Text-Mining Similarity Approximation Operators For 

Opinion Mining Preprocessing 

Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators for Opinion Mining are defined as 

extensions to previously introduced NLIDB called ADA. To implement the proposed 

concept of Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators in BI tools necessary to 

carry out the following four Preprocessing steps of the Dimensional Modeling of 

Client Text-Opinions Space (fig. 5) [16]: 

 

Fig. 5. Preprocessing Steps of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-Opinions Space  

3.1. The Text-Opinion’s Documents Structural Models Forming 

As a basic concept of forming the structural model of the text-opinion’s document, 

is the frequency 
iwD  of the words occurrence in the documents. As a mathematical 

apparatus of the model’s formalization stage is proposed to use the TF/IDF 

transformation [7, 8, 15, 16] of the frequency matrix – the statistical measure used for 

evaluation of the significance of the terms in the context of the document, which is 

part of the list of analyzed documents: 

 ),w(IDF)t,w(TF)t,w(TFIDFD NNwi
 , (1) 

where: 

– term w is the keyword: forms of the word (stemming results – the procedure of the 

words bases selection) except for the words that have no semantic load (prepositions, 

pronouns, etc.); 

– relative frequency )t,w(TF  of the w-th term occurrence in document: 
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)L(S

)L,w(k
)t,w(TF

t

t   (2) 

where )L,w(k t
 – the number of w-th term occurrences in the t-th document L; )L(S t

 

– the total number of terms in the t-th document L; 

– standardized value  inverse frequency ),w(IDFN   of the w-th term occurrences in 

a set of analyzed documents w. 

 
),w(m

n
log

nlog

),w(m

n
log

),w(IDF n

2

2

N





   (3) 

where n – the total number of the documents in a set τ; ),w(m   – the number of the 

documents in a set τ, which contains the term. 

 As a result of the first step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-Opinions 

Space: for each document we have the plane frequency model ttt D,Fr  , which 

is offered as a combination of the following elements (fig. 6): 

 

Fig. 6. The results of the first step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-

Opinions Space 

3.2. The Text-Opinion’s Contextual Multidimensional Model 

Forming 

The next step is the process of knowledge extracting from the Client Text-Opinions 

Space in order to form its Context Multidimensional Model. 

As a method of knowledge extraction from customer’s text-opinions collection in 

order to create the multidimensional document’s model proposes to use the tools of 

LSA [7, 8, 15, 16, 20]. The most common version of LSA is based on the Singular 

Value Decomposition (SVD), which allows reflecting basic structure of the different 

dependencies that are present in the original matrix. The mathematical basis of the 

method is as follows: 
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Building the matrix A of the frequency of occurrence the indexed terms (keywords) in 

the documents starts with sequential procedures of removing words, which do not 

have any sense load (prepositions, pronouns etc.); removing words that are found only 

once in the whole document; stemming (finding the word’s stem – for instance, the 

Porter’s rule). 

Formally let A be the nm  term-document matrix of the document’s collection. Each 

column of A corresponds to a document. The values of the matrix elements ]j,i[A  

represent the frequency identifications 
iwD  of the term occurrence wi in the document: 

iwD]j,i[A   . The dimensions of A, m and n, correspond to the number of words and 

documents, respectively, in the collection. Observe that B = A
T
A is the document-

document matrix. If documents i and j have b words in common then b]j,i[B  . On 

the other hand, TAAC   is the term-term matrix. If terms i and j occur together in c 

documents then c]j,i[C  . Clearly, both B and C are square and symmetric; B is an 

mm  matrix, whereas C is an nn  matrix. 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of A using matrices B and C is defined as 
TUSA  , where S is the matrix of the eigenvectors of B, U is the matrix of the 

eigenvectors of C, and Σ is the diagonal matrix of the singular values obtained as 

square roots of the eigenvalues of B. 

In LSA we ignore these small singular values and replace them by 0. Let us say that we 

only keep k singular values in Σ. Then Σ will be all zeros except the first k entries 

along its diagonal. As such, we can reduce matrix Σ into Σk which is an kk   matrix 

containing only the k singular values that we keep, and also reduce S and U
T
 , into Sk 

and T

kU , to have k columns and rows, respectively. Of course, all these matrix parts 

that we throw out would have been zeroed anyway by the zeros in Σ. Matrix A is now 

approximated by: 

 
T

kkkk USA  . (4) 

Observe that since kS , k  and T

kU  are km , kk  , and nk   matrices, their 

product, kA  is again an nm  matrix. Intuitively, the k remaining ingredients of the 

eigenvectors in S and U correspond to k “hidden concepts” where the terms and 

documents participate. The terms and documents have now a new representation in 

terms of these hidden concepts.  

Namely,  

– the terms are represented by the row vectors of the m × k matrix kkS  , which 

contain terms coordinates if the k-dimensional space  k

w

kk

w

k

w
m2w1

SD,..,SD,SDSD   ;  

– the documents are represented by the column vectors of the k × n matrix 
T

kkU  

which contain documents coordinates if the k-dimensional space 

 kkkk

t
nt2t1t

UD,..,UD,UDUD  .  
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Thus, the basic idea of LSA is that a matrix kA  containing only the k first linearly 

independent components A  and represents the basic structure of the associative 

dependency of the original matrix, and at the same time does not contain noise. 

As a result of the second step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-Opinions 

Space: for text-opinions collection we have the K-dimensional model represented by 

the array of indexed vectors-models in the common k-dimension space (fig. 7): 

. 

Fig. 7. The results of the second step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-

Opinions Space 

3.3. The Text-Opinion’s Documents Semantic Clustering Model 

Forming 

To compute “similar” documents to the given query we need to use the specific 

concept of the semantic clustering algorithm of the customers text-opinions 

collection )dist(f t , based on the author's interpretation of the standard distance 

interpretation in conjunction with the LSA method results. This algorithm contains the 

following phases: 

Phase 1: The reference point on the scale measuring the closeness degree 

of the customer’s text-opinions collection determination 

As a point of reference in the scale of the customer’s text-opinions collection 

closeness determination can serve to coordinate the Central-frequency (CF) term 

 k21k SD,..,SD,SDCF   (group of terms) with the highest total weight [16]: 

 }Dmax{D
n

1i
iwiw 



CF
. (5) 

The high weight of this term among the customer’s text-opinions collection indicates 

the presence of at least one cluster, the center of which is this Central-frequency term 

(term group). 
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Phase 2: The closeness degree of the documents identification 

As an instrument of the documents’ closeness degree identification should be used the 

reference dimensional coordinate 
it

dist  – the distance between the indexed vectors-

models of the documents and coordinates of a point of reference in the scale of the 

customer’s text-opinions collection closeness determination. 

Phase 3: The measures of similarity between pairs of documents 

recognition 

 The measure of similarity i,1iK  between pairs of documents is justified to consider the 

difference between the values of their relative spatial coordinates
it

dist : 

 i1ii,1i distdistK   . (6) 

While documents shall be sorted in ascending order of values
it

dist . 

Taking into account the heuristics introduced in consideration with determining the 

relative dimensional coordinates
it

dist , it is encouraged to use the following author's 

concepts of standard distance metrics: 

Euclid distance:  

  
2k

1i

ii

it SDUD)CF,t(Edist
iti 



 , (7) 

where  kkkk

t
nt2t1t

UD,..,UD,UDUD   – indexed vector-model of the text-opinion 

document,  k

w

kk

w

k

w
m2w1

SD,..,SD,SDSD   – indexed vector-model of the terms. 

Cosine similarity measure:  

 
2

k

1i

i2
k

1i

i

k

1i

ii

it

)SD()UD(

SDUD

)CF,tcos(dist

it

it

i













  (8) 

Then the cosine of the angle between the documents vectors, which are sorted in 

ascending order of values 
it

dist will be determined according to the relationship: 

 
)CF,t(cos1)CF,t(cos1)CF,tcos()CF,tcos(

))CF,t()CF,tcos((

i

2

1i

2

i1i

i1i









 (9) 
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By using the non-negative words’ weights the cosine measure of similarity between 

the pairs of documents takes values in the range [0, 1], so for evaluation of the vectors 

difference the following formula are used: 

 
))CF,t()CF,tcos((1K i1ii,1i   . (10) 

Phase 4: The Text-Opinion’s Documents Semantic Clustering Model 

Forming 

In order to form a Text-Opinion’s Documents Semantic Clustering Model the 

following transformations presupposed: 

1) Implementing the procedure of the partition of similarity measure i,1iK   into 

clusters using the k-means algorithms. 

2) Contextual cluster’s description forming using the modified function of TF/IDF 

transformation, which evaluates the term’s preference for its inclusion in 

contextual cluster’s description [2]. This measure takes into account the frequency 

of occurrence of key-words within a cluster compared to its occurrence in the 

documents of other clusters) 

 )1log(1

1

)С(N

N

)w(C

C

)L(S

)L,w(k
)t,w(TFIDFD

C

wN

N

С

ССС

N
iw 


 (11) 

where )L,w(k С  – frequency of occurrence of term w in the text-opinion of the cluster 

c; )L(S С  – term’s number in the cluster c; NC – clusters number; )w(CN – number 

of the clusters, in which term w is occurred; N  – number of the text-opinion 

documents in the cluster c, in which term w is occurred; )С(N  – number of the text-

opinion documents in the cluster c; 
C

w  – the average deviation of the frequency of 

term w occurrence in the text-opinion documents of the cluster c. 

As a result of the third step of the methodology of semantic clustering of the 

customer’s text-opinions collection implementation we have the combination of the 

following elements (fig. 8): 
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Fig. 8. The results of the third step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-

Opinions Space 

3.4. The Clients Opinion Semantic Communities Model Forming 

The aim of the Clients Opinion Semantic Communities Model Forming is the clients 

groups (communities) revealing within each cluster.  

The process of these groups revealing is based on the systematic analysis of: 

− contextual semantic similarity of the customers, whose opinions are in the 

same cluster (the result of the steps 1-3 realization); 

− semantic structural similarity of the customers, whose opinions are in the 

same contextual cluster – clients opinion semantic communities finding. 

Development of the algorithm for determining the clients opinion semantic 

communities on the bases of the semantic structural similarity of customers opinions’ 

presupposed existence of the following hypothesis: 

Correlation ijr  between the one-dimensional vectors of the terms frequency 

identifications of the documents  C

D

CCC

Stw2wiwit
,..,D,DD   indirectly characterizes the 

semantic structural similarity of customer’s style of thinking, and thus – preferences in 

the choosing and evaluation of products. 

As a mathematical apparatus evaluation of this phenomenon is proposed to use the 

instruments of the theory of Social Network Analysis, directed at revealing the features 

of objects on the basis of information about structure and strength of their interaction. 

This algorithm assumes implementation of the following: 

On the basis of 
С

N
TFIDF  frequency matrix the correlation matrix of dependencies 

between the analyzed documents inside the cluster  
ij

С rW   is formed. As the basis 

for the evaluation of the level of dependence between documents we use the measure 

of similarity between frequency characteristics of the common words, found in the 

documents. 

This matrix is the basis for applying the modularity optimization algorithm of the 

SNA theory.  

Modularity is a metric that was proposed by Newman and Girvan in reference [10, 

19]. It quantifies the quality of a community assignment by measuring how much 

more dense the connections are within communities compared to what they would be 

in a particular type of random network. One of the mathematical definitions of 

modularity was proposed in the original paper on the Louvain method [1, 5, 19]: 

 
 

ji

j,i

ji

ij c,c
m2

kk
P

m2

1
Q 








   (12) 
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Here, 
С

ij WP   is the weighted adjacency matrix, 
j

iji rk  is the total link weight 

penetrating node i, and 
j,i

ijr
2

1
m  is the total link weight in the network overall. 

The Kronecker delta  ji c,c  is 1 when nodes i and j are assigned to the same 

community and 0 otherwise. Consider one of the terms in the sum. Remember that ki is 

the total link weight penetrating node i, and note that 
m2

k j  is the average fraction of 

this weight that would be assigned to node j, if node i assigned its link weight 

randomly to other nodes in proportion to their own link weights). Then, 
m2

kk
P

ji

ij   

measures how strongly nodes i and j are in the real network, compared to how strongly 

connected we would expect them to be in a random network of the type described 

above.  

In our case, we can transform the classical definition of the Modularity metric as the 

following: Molularity is number of edges, which are the correlation relationships 

between the documents inside the particular Cluster on the bases of the co-occurrence 

of the words, falling within documents with common context (clusters) minus the 

expected number in an equivalent documents network with edges placed at random.  

The problem of modularity optimization can be thought of as assigning communities 

such that the elements of the sum that contribute are as positive as possible. Larger 

modularity Q indicates better communities. Q~=0.3-0.7 indicates good partitions. 

As a result of the fourth stage of the methodology of semantic clustering of the 

customer’s text-opinions collection implementation we have the intra-clusters clients 

opinion semantic communities, which contain the set of the clients 
С

t
  (text-opinions 

authors) and communities’ labels 
C

it
Mod  (fig 9).  

 

Fig. 9. The results of the fourth step of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-

Opinions Space 

4. THE OPERATORS 

The operators work on data that has usually form of a free text containing opinions or 

beliefs about other database-entities (e.g. customer opinions about products) (fig.10).  
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<subsetting> := <subsetting> 

 | 'where' <dimension> 'about' <subject> 'is' <object> 

<aggregation> := <aggregation> 

 | 'by' 'similar' <dimension> 

<dimension> := <dimension> | 'keywords' 'of' <dimension> 

Fig. 10. EBNF syntax for ADA NQL Extensions 

As a sample for research and testing of the Text-mining Similarity Approximation 

Operators for Opinion Mining were used the database of the text-opinions collection 

of the Starbucks coffee shop customer’s network 

(https://www.trustpilot.com/review/www.starbucks.com). In this stage of research we 

proposed the results of testing the Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators 

using the special program for linguistic analysis, developed by the authors in Python. 

This experiments helps us to study the possibilities of receiving the input data (as a result 

of the Dimensional Modeling of Client Text-Opinions Space) for processing it by 

complex Natural Language Processing.  

4.1.  “Keywords of” dimension 

Dimension definition “keywords” is based on the results of the Text-Opinion’s 

Documents Semantic Clustering Model Forming. Within ADA grammar access to 

keywords (the sets of the contextual cluster’ models of the text-opinions 

с,distMod_CL
itt   and contextual cluster’s description СС

c
iwt

D,F  ) is realized 

with dimension definition “keywords of C”, where C is other dimension that contain 

opinions (Figure 10). 

It was assumed that the maximum possible (experts given) number of clusters 

generated as a result of this method, is equal to 5 and includes the following 

contextual interpretation: 

C={C_1=”Very good”, C_2=”Good”, C_3=”Satisfactorily”, C_4=”Bad”, 

C_5=”Does not correspond to the topic”}. 

The example of the experimental results of the queries “keywords by similar opinion” 

realization presented in the Table 1: 

Table 1. The example of the experimental Contextual cluster’s description results 

С_1 С_2 С_3 С_4 

Keywords  
С

iw
D  Keywords  

С

iw
D  Keywords  

С

iw
D  Keywords  

С

iw
D  

love 0,22 customer 0,19 not 0,14 service 0,121 

time 0,14 very 0,15 nothing 0,12 wait 0,1 

good 0,12 shop 0,13 make 0,1 say 0,09 

always 0,1 well 0,12 because 0,09 order 0,074 

me 0,09 like 0,09 unfortunately 0,06 visit 0,067 

friend 0,05 all 0,07 went 0,04 something 0,052 
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fan 0,02 want 0,03 get 0,043 

  

buy 0,02 from 0,031 

back 0,017 week 0,027 

order 0,014 thing 0,02 

The obvious characteristics of the received Contextual cluster's description are the 

following: 

− significant increase in the terms (key-words) number of in clusters with 

negative (Satisfactorily and Bad) evaluations of the product; 

− reducing of the key-words weight in clusters with negative evaluations, 

indicating by less uniform distribution of the key-words in such opinions and, 

including the fact that the negative opinions are often overwhelmed by not 

related to the topic of the survey, emotions, gives examples of incidents from their 

own life and only casually refer to the main topic. 

4.2.  “About is” subsetting operator 

Subsetting operator “about C is q” is also based on the results of the Text-Opinion’s 

Documents Semantic Clustering Model Forming. 

Having the sets of the contextual cluster’ models of the text-opinions 

с,distMod_CL
itt   and contextual cluster’s description СС

c
iwt

D,F   we can 

compute the representation of a "query" by computation of the centroid (mean vector) 

of the vectors for its terms. The operator has the semantics defined in Figure 5 and is 

interpreted as : <dimension> – dimension with opinion, “query” = 

(<subject>,<object>).  

The example of the experimental data for processing the queries of the following format: 

“Count shops by country where opinion about coffee is good on a map” presented in 

the Table 2 and fig.11. On the bases of this data and additional information about 

shops location system can give the answer to such questions. 

Table 2. The example of the experimental results of the Text-Opinion’s Documents 

Semantic Clustering Model Forming 

Number of text-opinions documents in clusters (%) 

С_1 С_2 С_3 С_4 С_5 

20,69% 17,24% 24,14% 31,03% 6,90% 
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Fig. 11. The example of the experimental visualization of the of Text-Opinion’s Documents 

Semantic Clustering Model Forming results 

4.3.  “By similar” aggregation operator 

Aggregation operator “by similar C” is based on the results of The Clients Opinion 

Semantic Communities Model Forming stage. 

The operator has the semantics defined in Figure 5 and <dimension> is a dimension 

with opinion. Communities that are results of the applied operator are grouped 

together and allowed to be aggregated. 

The examples of the experimental data for processing and visualization of the queries of 

the following format: “count clients by similar opinion” presented in the Table 3 and 

fig.12. On the bases of this data and additional information about shops location 

system can give the answer to such questions. 

Table 3. The experimental example of the Clients Opinion Semantic Communities 

Model Forming results for cluster with “Bad opinions” 

Number of clients in 

community (%) 
Keywords 

С

t
  Cluster's label 

С

iw
Mod  

45% service, wait, say, order Unsatisfied with the service 

55% 
visit, something, get, from, week, 

thing 
Unsatisfied by other things 
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Fig. 12. The experimental example of the Clients Opinion Semantic Communities Model 

Forming stage results visualization (communities of the cluster with “Bad” opinions) 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the concept of the Text-mining Similarity Approximation Operators for Opinion 

Mining as extensions to NLIDB, called Data Anything, are defined. For the implementation of 

the proposed concept in BI tools four preprocessing steps of the Dimensional Modeling of 

Client Text-Opinions Space are suggested and described. As an extension of the Natural 

Language Interface Database (NLIDB) the idea of the new operators was developed:  

– “keywords of” dimension and subsetting operator “about C is q” – based on 

contextual cluster’ models of the text-opinions and contextual cluster’s 

description;  

– aggregation operator “by similar C” – based on the set of the clients and 

communities’ labels as a results of the SNA Modularity Optimization. 

The results of experimental research of proposed operators as a background of the Text-mining 

Similarity Approximation Operators for Opinion Mining are also presented. As a sample for 

those experiments text-opinions collection of the Starbucks coffee shop customer’s network is 

used.  

In future work, we look forward to proposing a more extended application of the new 

operator’s in the BI system – directly at the ADA-tools experimental level.  

Additionally, we hope to integrate the Latent Semantic Social Network Analysis with and 

recommendation module level.  
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